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It ’s official: we’ve entered a serious next-level heatwave. This week has seen temperatures soar to a scorching 38°C across the UK, making the last couple of days some of
the hottest on record.

Women across the country are stocking up on the last-minute survival essentials with reckless abandon (tower fans, face mists, litre bottles of sparkling water by the bucket
load) and, in true British fashion, complaining profusely about our lack of sleep, burnt shoulders and inability to concentrate in the heat.

But while most of us are clued up about the importance of protecting our skin, it ’s all too easy to neglect our hair in the midst of a heatwave – even though UV rays can be
detrimental to our tresses.

The UK is experiencing a heatwave this week (Credit:  Alamy)

ADVERT

Most concerning of all is the damage that can occur to bleached or dyed hair. We all know that bleach can wreck havoc on hair anyway, as the cuticle endures a good deal of
damage, making the hair more porous and prone to breakage. Add some high temperature and humidity to the mix, and your strands will be at their most vulnerable.

Stylist Federico Cirulli, of Blue Tit salon in Streatham, tells Tyla: "The same way we protect our skin, we should do the same with hair. UVB radiation is responsible for hair
protein loss and UVA radiation is responsible for colour changes. 

"So when the sun weakens your hair’s protein structure, because of UVB radiation, it automatically makes the hair really dry, reducing its elasticity. With a combination of
wind, saltwater or chlorine on holidays, it can be really dangerous, that is why prevention and protection is crucial. Wearing a hat definitely helps but protection comes mainly
from products. The same way we protect our skin, we should do the same with hair."

Cort Bray of The Hair Bros, London, adds: “When bleached hair is exposed to extra heat from the sun, it removes moisture, leaving lightened hair prone to becoming brittle,
over porous and breaking.”

ADVERT

Cort strongly recommends a selection of intensive deep conditioning treatment to inject some much-needed moisture to your mane such as Evo’s The Great Hydrator,
Davine’s Oi Hair Butter, or Purology Hydrate Superfood. These industry faves will provide optimum moisture to bleached, parched strands.

It's not just blondes; all  dyed hair is vulnerable to damage in the heat (Credit:  Alamy)

Furthermore, the sun is also known to weaken the hair’s natural protein structure and reduce elasticity (essentially resulting in strands snapping easily – fun!) This means
that introducing a protein rich product into the mix is also beneficial. Experts highly rate the protein infused JVN Hair Complete Instant Recovery Serum, a silicone and
sulphate free leave in treatment which bonds to the hair to defend against heat and environmental damage.

Another important factor to consider if you’re jetting away to a tropical resort this summer: “The chemical chlorine in pools can also cause bleached hair to dry out at a
faster rate and can stain green on lighter versions of blonde,” Cort notes.

ADVERT

A tip to avoid stains is to condition hair before entering the pool, which will help to coat the hair shaft, making it more difficult for chemicals to attach to the hair and cause
colour related damage. In addition, it ’s important to ensure that chlorine has been thoroughly rinsed out to avoid drying out hair and causing additional damage.

UV rays can be detrimental to hair as well  as skin (Credit:  Alamy)

Federico adds: "Whenever we are exposed to the sun or heat, the main ingredient to protect our hair, especially if it's been dyed or bleached, is vitamin C - it ’s the best
antioxidant to protect against UVA rays. Products that contain these essential ingredients are the ones I’d recommend, such as a conditioner to put on the hair before you go
outside or a good serum (oil)." 

Are bottle blondes the only ones having (less) fun in the sun? Nope. Turns that anyone with colour treated hair should take extra precautions in the heat; all dyed hair is more
susceptible to UV damage. Not only can the UVA and UVB rays in the sun degrade your hair’s natural pigment, but can also break down the natural outer layer of lipids – a
form of protection from the natural elements.

ADVERT

So, essentially we all need to give our hair a little extra TLC during the summer months. Grab a hat, stay hydrated, try to stay in the shade where possible and lather on a good
hair mask at the end of the day. Your tresses will thank you later.
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Women Warned Not To Dry Their Hair In Dyson Airblade Hand Dryers
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A woman has taken to TikTok to warn others not to dry their hair using Dyson Airblade hand dryers.

If you've ever been tempted to blast your hair with the super powerful dryers - often found in public toilets - this clip will definitely make you think twice.

You can watch it below:

ADVERT

The video - uploaded by @madeleinemuaa was made in response to a clip shared by @kiingliima, where she demonstrates 'curling' her hair in a Dyson Airblade dryer.

"No one was harm. Don’t try this at home. Only available at your public restrooms!" She wrote on TikTok.

But responding to the clip, Madeleine explained that it certainly isn't a good idea. And other TikTokers were shook, with one writing: "Every time I see people using hand dryers
the 'I know something you don’t' song runs through my head � ."

While another commented: "Yes I tell people to not use those but people don't listen � ."

ADVERT

And a third added: "Another reason why I avoid public restrooms in general � ."

People were shocked at the video (Credit:  Alamy)

A fourth said: "Now will be carrying my own soap and micro cloth."

While a fifth added: "48 HOURS?? Just imagine what paper towel rolls have on them!"

ADVERT

Meanwhile a sixth commented: "OMG 😳 Why do they still allow hand dryers anywhere???"

The post in question was shared by a woman believed to be a microbiologist back in 2018.

She later added to her Facebook post: "This post is simply for awareness, not to instill fear."

The woman was shocked (Credit:  TikTok/@madeleinemuaa)

ADVERT

Others, however, claimed that the findings were not unusual.

"These are common moulds found in many places. The media on that plate made especially to grow fungi. It ’s not going to grow that quick on hair," said one.

While another added: "It’s just the same air that’s already in the bathroom just at jet speeds."

In a comment to Tyla, a spokesperson for Dyson said: "At Dyson, we take the matter of hand hygiene incredibly seriously and all Dyson Airblade machines contain a HEPA
filter to capture particles as small as bacteria from the washroom air.

ADVERT

"We work with independent laboratories like Airmid Healthgroup Ltd. to prove our hand dryers are hygienic and a sustainable alternative to paper towels.

"This research confirms that Dyson Airblade hand dryers are safe to use and that the aerosolisation seen is insignificant, comparable to drying hands with paper towels.
Dyson Airblade hand dryers are not engineered for drying hair and as such we cannot recommend doing so.”

Featured Image Credit: TikTok
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Parents Warned Over Using A Paddling Pool In The Heatwave
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With the heatwave in full swing - and temperatures set to soar over the weekend and into next week - many of us are using our paddling pools to cool down.

But it's important to be extra vigilant about the water in our pools, after warnings that stagnant paddling pools can be a paradise of harmful bugs and bacteria.

Many of us are digging out our paddling pools to cool down. Credit:  Alamy

In fact, it's crucial that paddling pool water is emptied every day to ensure it remains free from any nasties, such as bugs, algae and parasites, which tend to thrive in warm
environments.

ADVERT

Homehow's Joyce French told The Sun: “As the warm weather settles in, more people are digging out their paddling pools to entertain the children in the family. 

“If you are using a paddling pool regularly, it is important that you clean it and empty it on a daily basis. This is important to prevent bacteria from lurking in your paddling
pool.”

It's crucial that paddling pool water is emptied every day. Credit:  Alamy

It's also important to remember to stay super hydrated while out bathing in your pool - and to remember that being under water doesn't protect you from the sun's rays,
despite feeling cool. It's recommended that sunscreen should be reapplied every two hours.

ADVERT

In other heatwave news, we recently explained why people should be aware of the symbol on the back of sun cream bottles.

The tiny symbol give users information as to when products like sun cream will be out of date and therefore no longer effective in protecting them against the sun.

In the shape of an open jar, the handy symbol is placed on all beauty products and shows a number inside it next to an ‘M’.

The number that’s inside the jar reflects how long to continue using the product from the moment someone opens it.

ADVERT

For example, ‘12M’ means it should be used within 12 months of being opened, whilst ‘18M’ means it should be used within 18 months.

The heatwave is in full  swing. Credit:  Alamy

Elsewhere, we told you how one mum has come up with an interesting hack to heat up her swimming pool, and the internet is divided.

The TikTok user, Dee Dee, shared the trick on the social media platform, garnering quite a lot of attention from the online community.

ADVERT

Her idea went viral, with many loving the idea and admitting that they want to try it themselves. You can read more - and watch the video clip - here.
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How To Protect Dyed Blonde And Bleached Hair In The Sun
Unity Blott
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The sun is shining, the weather is sweet, and your hair is looking... completely frazzled.

Yes, if your dyed blonde tresses are struggling under the spring sunshine you're not alone. UVA rays can be just as harmful to hair just they are to skin, but the good news is
there are steps you can take to protect it from damage and discolouration.

First and foremost, vitamin C can be a life-saver for dyed or bleached hair. The antioxidant can protect from UVA and comes in lots of products like leave-in conditioner and
serum.

Too much sun can be bad news for dyed hair (Credit:  Alamy)

ADVERT

We spoke to Sam Hankin, stylist at Blue Tit salon in Brixton, who told us: "If the hair is already lightened blonde, then being outside in the sun will help it to brighten more
naturally, but make sure you've got plenty of hair SPF.

"Choose everyday products that already contain SPF in. Also avoid over using purple shampoo, as it could make it look dull and a bit green in some lights... and absolutely do
not use it in the sun"

So there you have it - look after dyed blonde hair in the sun like you would with your skin.

And if you're jetting off for sunnier climes? You'll no doubt want to avoid the dreaded 'green staining' that can occur when bleached hair interacts with chlorine in the pool.

ADVERT

Your hair is much like a sponge - in that it will absord much more liquid if it's dry than an already-wet sponge.

With this in mind, it's advisable to pre-soak your hair in clean water before swimming in a chlorinated pool.

If you want to ensure total protection, a hair masque (the oilier the better!) or even a swim cap will do the job - hence creating a physical barrier between your hair and the
water.

Want to read more about protecting your hair in the sunshine? Read here.

ADVERT

Bridgerton's Queen Charlotte Says There's Parallels Between Her Character And The Queen
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Woman Left Distraught As Hair 'Falls Out In Clumps' After Botched Bleach Job
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A woman has claimed she spotted her mobile hairdresser flushing clumps of her hair down the toilet after it fell out while she was getting it bleached.

Shannon Wardlaw, 23, from Edinburgh, was left in tears when her hair started falling out during the appointment. Shannon said the hairdresser 'assured her it was normal'
before flushing her locks down the toilet.

Shannon was shocked when her hair started fall ing out in clumps (Credit:  Deadline News)

“I was looking for a mobile hairdresser. She came to my house with her kids which I didn’t mind as I have a nice heart and she took out two nine per cent bottles of bleach,"
said Shannon.

ADVERT

“She put it on my hair and saw it was orange so wiped another bleach on my hair and my hair started falling out in the bath.

“I asked her if this was normal and she said yes and carried on putting hair dye on my hair."

Shannon said her hair was healthy beforehand (Credit:  Deadline)

Shannon says she was then left with blue hair dye on when the hairdresser rushed out saying she had a bus to catch.

ADVERT

“Before she left she flushed all my hair down the toilet. had to run to my mum's late at night in a taxi, my mum's not a hairdresser but she had to try and save my hair," she
continued.

“She cut six inches off my hair. It has now affected my mental health and anxiety as my hair is so short.”

Shannon says the experience has affected her mental health (Credit:  Deadline News)

She had originally paid the hairdresser £70 but thankfully had her fee refunded following the disaster.

ADVERT

"Before she went near my hair I was using Olaplex, I had nice healthy hair. My hair was black and red before this and my goal was to be black and blue," added Shannon, who
shared her ordeal on Facebook.

On seeing the post, one person commented: “That is actually disgusting! I am so sorry this has happened to you.

Whole sections of Shannon's hair had to be cut off (Credit:  Deadline)

“This is exactly why I will only go to the hairdressers to get my hair cut, everything else I will do myself.”

ADVERT

While another said: “Omg, I’m so sorry you’re going through this! I hope you get it sorted. What a shame, I’d have gone absolutely crazy!”

Shannon was shocked when her hair fell  out in clumps (Credit:  Deadline News)

And a third added: “That’s so bad Shannon, what the f**k. I hope she has the decency to give you a message and apologise, that’s completely out of order.”

Featured Image Credit: Deadline
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